Beauties

The need to solace himself with someone or something pertaining to the outside world takes up much of the Techman's
time. It can take shape in the form of liquor, girls, political
activity, or a myriad of other outlets. Most often, it is in the
form of a woman. He dates her, talks of her, dreams of her.
Like his lost dimension or missing unknown, theorizing as to
her nature and habits involves considerable concentration.
Occasionally, his hypothesis appears before him as a concrete
object. When it does, he wants to make his discovery known,
to prove that his is the one that symbolizes everyone's ideal.
Elevating her to this pedestal can be done in a variety of
ways. He can give her his fraternity pin ( and get thrown in
the lake), give her a ring (and have to look at her in the
morning), or give her public recognition (and hope that their
relationship lasts). If he is one of the few that is successful
in the last, all Techmen will see her, comment on her, and
question his choice of her. She then belongs, if only for a day
or a weekend, to five thousand others—all males—all seeking counterparts.
The Blue Print beauties this year are Dianne Yow, Miss
Perfect Lips; Nancy Schreeder, Miss Homecoming; Judy
Ferguson, Mrs. Homecoming; Jan Kelsey, Miss Blue Print.

Diane Yow

Nancy Schreeder

Judy Ferguson

Jan Kelsey

Sports

The glory of victory—the disappointment of defeat, both
brought about by the opportunity to compete. Opportunity
to compete physically is created for the Techman by the
school's varsity and intramural sports programs. Not everyone is gifted enough to take part, and cries of professionalism
are heard from the halls of the AA all the way down to the
lowest league of the intramural. But students continue to participate, as spectators if not as players, alumni continue to
contribute, and the sports-crazed local citizenry continue to
pay fantastic prices to see Georgia Tech football games.
1964 was a milestone year in the school's sports history.
Consistent with a campus-wide effort to elevate Tech from
the depths of semi-provincialism to a position of national
prestige, the men in the gray stucco architectural monstrosity
on Third Street decided to leave the SEC, a tradition-rich
but obsolete athletic conference. Doubts about the fate of
minor sports were voiced, but Tech's fans—eternally optimistic—seemed to approve wholeheartedly.

Tech's Last Year as an SEC Team

Field goals: Lothridge set
a record, Tech's opponents
suffered.

Seen in action: the
golden arm of an AllAmerican.

Pass plays dominated, but ground game was impressive

Quarterback's face is a
study in intentness and
soleness of purpose.

A brief respite from play
—strategy is mapped for
the next down.

All-American
Playing and
the End of
a Tradition

Martin: An agile giant of an
End and, in the opinion of
some, the best pass-grabber
in the country.

Dodd and Coleman:
Masterminds of a conservative yet exciting,
clean yet hard-hitting
brand of football.

Lothridge: Never-panic
Quarterback whose
poise and precision under fire earned him the
nickname, "Mr. Cool."

Intense concentration is registered on the faces of Curry
and Seward as they listen for the next play.

Swan Season in SEC: A 7-3 Tally
Sportswriters and other self-appointed experts were
rather pessimistic about Tech's chances in football in
1963: A well-stocked backfield headed by All-American candidate Billy Lothridge was returning, but of
the previous year's starting line only Martin and Davis
were returning.
The Jackets won their first two games in the mud,
beating an over-rated Florida and a below-par Clemson. The sportswriters were beginning to wish they
had been a little more optimistic, and Tech was placed
high in the national rankings. A very close upset by
L.S.U. was followed by an almost flawless victory

against Tennessee. Auburn beat Tech in a 21-27 thriller. The Jackets bungled their way to a victory over
Tulane, but looked extremely sharp the following
week during their Homecoming day rout of the Duke
Blue Devils. After a 15-7 victory over F.S.U., the
road to a post-season bowl looked clear if the next two
games could be won. Unfortunately, the first of the
next two opponents was powerful Alabama, seeking
revenge for the previous year's defeat. Tech's bowl
hopes were smashed on Legion Field in Birmingham
by a 11-27 score. The season was ended during
Thanksgiving holidays by a 16-7 victory over Georgia.

Early Season Mud
Aids Tech Defense

Constant pressure on the
passer—the desperate lunge,
the last minute reach, the
sudden knowledge of a loose
ball, and the bloody business
that follows.

Dave Simmons and an unidentified
teammate bring the speedy little Halfback from Duke, Jay 'Wilkinson, to a
quick and violent stop.

The mudstained, bloodstained stoics of the stadium . . .

Power: Mendheim drives
through a tangled heap of
players for a first down
against Georgia.

Speed: Chapman and Mendheim run interference for
Gresham as he sprints across
the 10 yard line during the
F. S. U. game.

Auer on the end sweep, having just received a key block.

Backfield Boasted
Speed, Power, Depth
SCOREBOARD
Florida
Clemson
L.S.U.
Tennessee
Auburn
Tulane
Duke
F.S.U.
Alabama
Georgia

9-0
27-0
6-7
23-7
21-29
17-3
30-6
15-7
11-27
14-3

Right, Martin's
pass catching
ability on display.

A formidable air attack
was largely due to Lothridge's passing.

All eyes are on the ball (upper left corner) as Lothridge demonstrates the talent
that set a national record for field goals.

Billy Martin, Billy Lothridge Are
All-American

Martin studies the game's progress
while awaiting the word from a
coach that will send him back in.

Denny and Gene Fulghum bring
down a Georgia halfback—a fine example of the Baby Jackets' outstanding
defensive effort.

Freshman Team Has Perfect Season

Freshman Halfback
Giles Smith sprints
through the mud past
beleaguered Georgia
defenders.

Cheerleaders and "mascot"
lead the team onto Legion
Field in Birmingham to meet
Bear Bryant's boys.

The Homecoming Bonfire:
Cheerleader Lee Burton's
expression reflects the
spirit of the moment.

Cheerleaders:
Color, Spirit
Loyalty, determination required—Cheerleaders must perform in all types of
weather.

The word of the man in, stripes is law as Tech emerges with
a winning season.

Tech warms up for second half against a determined but overpowered Tulane team.

Basketball: Home Game Victories
Lead to S.E.C. Contention
The 1963-64 basketball season proved to be more than
exciting for the Atlanta fans, but fell far short of expectations once the Jackets hit the road. Hyder's eight starters proved themselves invincible in the Big Dome and
only fell prey to a stubborn Vanderbilt team. Tech's
journey to the far north looked promising, but the road
jinx again proved too much as they lost to Wisconsin in

the closely contested Milwaukee Classic Tournament.
However, the attention of the south was focused on the
race for the SEC title. The Engineers managed to stay on
top for a while only to fall to arch rival Kentucky when
the end was in sight. All in all, Tech made a good showing for itself in its last year of being tied to the apron
strings of the SEC.

Eidson drives for the basket as Tech takes
an early lead over favored Kentucky.

SCOREBOARD

Georgia
Furman
S. M. U.
Rice
Georgetown
Marquette
Wisconsin
Navy
Kentucky
South Carolina
Mississippi
Miss. State
Louisville
Georgia
Kentucky
Tennessee
Alabama
Auburn
L.S.U.
Tulane
Vanderbilt
Florida State
Tennessee
Georgia
Florida
Vanderbilt

Tech

Opp.

73
93
79
75
96
84
84
88
76
87
69
59
59
71
62
63
93
62
51
92
75
77
47
68
73
89

65
67
94
97
71
83
104
73
67
73
54
45
68
55
79
83
81
67
49
68
71
73
45
81
92
103

Caldwell proves he's the big man under the boards.

Jerry Priestley cuts loose as the going
gets rough.

Tech's Eight Starters
Keep Fires Fueled

Scharf and Eidson give Georgia a hard time
under the boards.
Tommy Roberts reaches for the sky
as Georgia men close in.

F.S.U. is caught flatfooted as John Herbert
shows his backcourt antics.

One good neck is worth a thousand strong feet.

Lockheed defender kicks
ball towards midfield.

Soccer: "New" Game Wins
Praises of T-Night Crowd
What the Georgia Tech Soccer Club lacks in age, it makes up
for in quality. Without a doubt one of the finest sports groups
at Tech, the Soccer Club is an enthusiastic, hard playing team
as shown by their record. Since it's organization two years ago,
the club has lost only one game and is now looking for tougher
competition. Coach Hector Duenas and Co-captains Jorge Enderica and Sergio Molina would like to obtain more support
as well as a sanction for the team. The club's twenty-three
active members hope to someday play St. Louis, the nation's
top team.

A Tech halfback passes the ball away from
defender.

Team

Tech Opp

Redstone Arsenal 1
5
St. Bernard
1
Lockheed
7
Lockheed
Westminster H.S. 2
3
Germans of Atl.
4
U. of Florida
10
Shorter College
2
Emory
1
Emory
6
Auburn

Tech offensive players swarm around the Lockheed fullback.

1
0
1
1
1
0
2
2
1
1
2

The group is reduced to twos and threes as the pace
becomes deadly.

Watkins kicks off shoes after a
race.

Cross Country:
Second Wind at the Water Works
Tech's Cross Country runners got their season off to a quick start with wins
over South Carolina, Clemson, and Alabama, but then slowed their pace to
drop the next four meets. The team once again found their stride to wind up
with an even four win—four loss record. Coached by Dean George Griffin
and with Captain Joe Watkins setting the pace, the harriers were a group with
spirit and determination. Bob Purcell and Pat Cassidy turned in creditable
performances during the year and may be strong contenders on next season's
team.

SCOREBOARD
Team

Watkins prepares to set
the pace as the mass of
runners start the race.

South Carolina
Clemson
Alabama
Florida
Tennessee
Furman
Auburn
Georgia

Opp. Tech
33
28
30
21
15
18
19
34

26
27
25
38
49
37
36
23

Dave Bagwell shows near perfect form on the
parallel bars.

Gym: Spirited Muscle
Men Secure Respect
Outstanding is the only way to describe the achievements
of the 1964 Tech Gymnastics Team. Led by Captain Jim
Jakubecy, and the versatile Bob Snyder, the season had
many highlights. After a slow start the team gained spirit by
beating both The Citadel and Furman in a tri-meet in Charleston and then returned to Atlanta to beat F.S.U. for the
first time in the history of the two schools. Because of the
scheduling of the S.I.G.L. meet during finals week the team
took only four men but still managed to place fifth.

Heierman obtains balance before attempting Iron
Cross.
SCOREBOARD
Team

Opp. Tech

51
U. of Georgia 89
92
David Lipscomb 51
64
77
F.S.U.
63
West Virginia 49
86
Ga. Southern 55
36
95
The Citadel
86 44
Furman
61
83
F.S.U.
S. I. G. L. Championship:
Fifth

Captain Jim Jakubecy flows through complicated routine in SEC meet.

Snap timing is a requisite to landing on the feet.

Butch Ellars churns through a practice lap

Coach Lanoue checks times as his swimmers compete against Sewanee.

,Swimming: Tough Times
in the Tank for Tech
The Georgia Tech Swimming Team was unable to
compile as many wins as they did S.E.C. records
during the 1964 season. Under Co-captains Larry
Caghan and Marty Kater and the coaching of Fred
Lanoue the tankers swam through a slate of tough
competitors with a 3-9 record and a fifth place in
the S.E.C. meet. A heartbreaking highpoint of the
year was the meet with the Citadel, one of the
south's toughest groups. The Jackets gave a good
showing, but fell to a score of 48-47. It was at this
meet that Caghan sliced through the water to grab
one of his long string of speed records. Backing up
Caghan with strong performances were Marty Kater,
Butch Ellars, and Dave Kirby.

Lee Emkin executes
a beautiful dive.

Marty Kater leads competition through the backstroke.

In an attempt to steal second, the runner is caught
off base, and then the game of cat and mouse begins.

Baseball: Diamonds
Aren't Tech's Best
Friend
Baseball on the Tech campus got off to a slow start in 1963,
and because of a shortage in the pitching and hitting departments, the team never got out of its slump. Coach Jim Luck
and captain Jimmy Adams, backed by Mickey Cormack,
Richard Conliff and the pitching of Ron Scharf managed only
a'9-18 overall season record. In S.E.C. play, Tech's scoreboard
read Tour wins and thirteen losses. Coach Luck hopes for a
better year with promising new faces on the squad in 1964.

Rival coaches talk it over as the game progresses.

It's a close play at home, and the runner is out.

The big one is always welcome when the score is close.

Opponent
Tech
10
5 Florida State
4
5 Florida State
12
5 Florida
14
2 Florida
4
2 Georgia
15
6 Georgia
11
3 Auburn
5
3 Auburn
8
10 Clemson
11
8 Florida
2
7 Florida
9
8 Vanderbilt
12
8 Georgia
2
4 Tennessee
6
7 Tennessee
5
0 Georgia
4
0 Auburn
6
4 Auburn
0
5 Mercer
6
4 Clemson

A singles player gets a workout in the forecourt
as the afternoon shadows begin to lengthen.

Teamwork is the keyword for a winning doubles team.

Opponent
Tech
0
9 Stetson
9 Florida Southern 0
6
3 Florida
6
3 Florida State
8 Tennessee
21/2
61/2 Alabama
3 Mississippi State 6
4
5 Georgia
8
1 Tulane
3
6 Florida State
2
7 Tennessee
4
5 Georgia
0
9 Amherst
5
4 Florida
0
9 Kentucky
0
9 Sewanee
0
9 Auburn
0
9 Cincinnati
9
0 Miami
Split-second timing.

Tennis: Netmen Net
Georgia Title
Springtime at Tech found an enthused tennis team with
winning ways. The group coached by Jack Rogers and
sparked all through the season by George Dickinson
was a tough bunch to beat as they slammed to a solid
statistics column reading thirteen matches won and six
lost, a first place in the Georgia Collegiate Championship, and a sixth place S.E.C. standing. Even more
deadly at the net was the Southeastern Conference
championship freshman team. With Walter Johnson
and Paul Speicher leading the freshmen to a 13-0 season, the things look good for 1964 net season at Tech.

Quick eye, strong backhand.

Tech
72
67
51
56
60

Opponent
Florida
68
Vanderbilt 78
Georgia
94
Auburn
88
Alabama
69

Track: Going Is
Slow on the Oval

Weights round out the team.

Passing the baton is always crucial.

The Georgia Tech trackmen turned in a rather disappointing 1-4
season record for 1963 in spite of some close meets and good performances of several of its members. Under the coaching of Norris
C. Dean, the cindermen sprinted to a 72-68 victory over Florida
led by junior Allen Dean. After their first and only victory of the
year, Tech fell to Vanderbilt 78-67 in a meet closer than the score
would indicate, and was then spiked under by Georgia, 94-51. The
season was closed out by losses to Auburn and Alabama. Making
up for a lack of depth were outstanding performances by Allen
Dean, Terry Haddock, Jim Harberson, and captain Bob Evans.
While the varsity was being edged out, the Baby Jackets proved
their worth by turning in a brilliant 7-0 record. Coach Dean has
high hopes for a better season with the added talent.

Patience and practice pay off, but the going
is still rough in competition.

Golf: Mediocre Year
On Links For Tech
Coach Tommy Plaxico's golfers kept the fairways
busy during the 1963 season as they came up with a
respectible record of eight wins and nine losses.
Always providing strong competition for their opponents, the Tech linksmen finished seventh in
S.E.C. standings. Captain Buddy Baker, Frank
Landry, Bill Edwards, Joe Lane, Larry Sears, Joe
Martin, and Bill wooten all turned in creditable
performances.

Hoyle Souter shows his winning form.

Opponent
Tech
Florida State 20
7
Springfield
1
26
201/2
61/2 Florida
41/2
131/2 Duke
Georgia State 2
25
7
20 Alabama
16
Auburn
11
6
21
Tennessee
9
18 Auburn
Georgia State 13
14
251/2
1 1/2 Georgia
3/1/2
51/2 Tennessee
Georgia
5
Georgia
6
12
Rollins
81/2 Florida

22
21
15
181/2

Joe Lane chips toward the green for a birdie.

Robbie Horak gets a wood on the fairway.

Intramurals: The
Casual Way of Strife
The soft thud as shoulder meets solar plexus; the sharp slap of many
rubber-soled shoes pounding basketball court; the smash as bowling
ball slams pins; the groan as spiked volleyball clears net and strikes
other court; all are representative of the year-round competition on
which so many Georgia Tech men thrive.

Occasionally
the fight to be
known as
"best" leads to
overenthusiastic play.

Jimmy Merrit spikes the ball; KA got the
point but lost the match.

Tommy Thomas breaks up
the interference; the runner is trapped.

Johnny Sinclair wins 100 yard dash as frats vie
to see who's the fleetest.

Greeks Add Skill to
Brawn to Gain Title

Winter quarter finds paddleballers resorting to a quick
eye, fast hand, and good wind.

The Phi Delts roll to a
victory as Hal Beaver uncorks a long pass.

Springtime finds Landis Field the scene of the national pastime as fraternities scramble for trophy
points.

CHAMPIONS
Basketball

Perry Dorm

Bowling

Phi Sigma Kappa

Cross Country

Tau Kappa Epsilon

Golf

Phi Delta Theta

Gym

Sigma Chi

Paddleball

Phi Delta Theta

Tennis

Phi Delta Theta

Softball

Phi Delta Theta

Swimming

Beta Theta Pi

Football

Sigma Nu

Track

Sigma Nu

Volleyball

Beta Theta Pi

Heated competition and physical demands are all
part of the game called basketball.

Independents Win Roundball,
Little Else
The Independents of Perry Dormitory, known to the outside world as
the Ga. Tech varsity football team, walked away with the basketball
crown for the second straight year. However, the Independents have yet
to better their scoring record established when they beat the Chess Club
139 to 68.

The water bucket proves to be an invaluable piece of
equipment at all of the games in the absence of coolers.

